GENERATION GIVE 2021
EVENING GUIDE

PROCEEDS TONIGHT WILL GO
DIRECTLY TOWARDS LOCAL CHARITIES

THE EVENING AT A
GLANCE
Generation Give welcomes you to an evening of celebration
and fundraising. Our students have worked very hard
throughout the programme. We are all looking forward to
sharing our passion for philanthropy with you.

6:00

SOCIAL HOUR /
SILENT AUCTION
s

7:00

WELCOME FROM
CHRIS BELMONT.
TAKING SEATS FOR
DINNER

7:20

ENTREES SERVED

8:30

EVENING'S SPEAKERS
s

8:45

SILENT AUCTION
CLOSES

9:00

LIVE AUCTION

9:30

RAFFLE DRAWN.

8:00

MAINS SERVED
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THE LIVE AUCTION
1.
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ALL INCLUSIVE ALPINE
WEEKEND ESCAPE

1.

PENTHOUSE SUITE
AT EICHARDTS
Escape into luxury for a night
with the renowned penthouse
suite at Eichardts. With
240m2 of spacious living
areas, indoor and outdoor
kitchens, two large bedrooms,
marble bathrooms, sauna, spa
and Queenstown’s largest
private terrace, The Penthouse
is the ultimate in luxury
accommodation.
Value: From $13,000

OPTION TO REGIFT
If you're feeling especially
generous, you can purchase an
item and regift it back into the
pot for the auctioneer to restart
bidding. We promise, he won't
mind the extra work

If you are looking for the best
way to experience Glenorchy's
most stunning landscapes, this is
the item for you! Reconnect with
nature and enjoy amazing meals
prepared by our fabulous chef
Pete Gawron at Camp Glenorchy!
Value: From $3,000
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PRIVATE CHEF FOR 10
Kit Perera offers a unique dining
experience. As your chef for a
night he will cook a four course
meal for you and your guests.
With the choice of Sri Lankan,
French or Moroccan cuisine, Kit
will look after the entire evening
from cooking and serving to
cleaning.

3
3

THE PROGRAMME SO
FAR...
Beginning in 2019, the Generation Give Wakatipu
Programme has seen over 60 students learn the basics of
non-profit governance, and jump-started their philanthropic
careers
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Each auction item has been sourced
by our students, and we would like to
acknowledge the immensely generous
contribution from our event sponsors,
Eichardts, Gibbston Valley Wines, and
the Wakatipu Community Foundation
This auction marks a key milestone
of the third cohort of Generation Give
students, as the proceeds of this auction will go towards supplementing
the final grants given by the students

to local charities at the Wakatipu
Community Foundation Gala and
Awards Ceremony, later next month,

It's been an amazing experience filled with teamwork,
decision making, community work and lots and lots of
laughter. - Generation Give Board member

Today's fundraiser is entirely run by
the students of Generation Give.

Choosing to give today will not only
reward you with some amazing gifts,
but also will provide immense impact
both to the charities supported by our
grants, and the students themselves.
We are here to give the world more
givers, this is an opportunity to lead
by example!
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GIVE THE
WORLD
MORE
GIVERS
Our mission statement, it's
why we're all here.
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SILENT
AUCTION:
THE
GUIDE
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55" TV

Signed Richie
McCaw Jersey

12 Cupcakes
Celebration
Cakes

Bring life to your living room

An authentic signed rugby

12 personalised cupcakes,

FREE
Installation!!
Donated
By:

McCaw
could be
yours.
Donated
By:

Sourced by:

Donated By:
Sourced by:

Summary Summary

Summary Summary

NZ Sound and
Vision
with
a brand
new 55" TV,
ITEM
TITLE:

Sourced by:

Est. Value: $3,100
Summary Summary

jersey
by Richie
ITEMsigned
TITLE:

Est. Value: Priceless

perfect
any occassion
ITEMfor
TITLE:

2 Earnslaw
Tickets

2 Cushions and
a Throw

REALNZ

COLOURPLUS

Take a scenic cruise of Lake

Add the perfect touch

Wakatipu from Queenstown

to your home with two

on board the iconic

cushions and a throw from

steamship TSS Earnslaw.

flooring extra colour plus!

There is plenty of time
to explore the decks and
bridge, view the engine room
or sit back and relax while
enjoying food and a drink
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CHARITY
PROFILES
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Charity Profiles:
Central Otago Breastfeeding
Charitable Trust
Organization Overview
We want to ensure that in Queenstown,
Wanaka, and Central Otago every woman
who wants to breastfeed can. Then ideally
they, their babies and wider whanau can be
happier, healthier and more connected, for
life! We work towards this by funding free
access to specialist breastfeeding support
(who we also support in their continuing education and in educating others), we support
regular peer-supported groups in communities throughout our district, and also provide
affordable (or free) access to hospital-grade
breast pumps for anyone that wants/needs
one for as long as is needed.
Application Overview
We urgently need to expand specialist breastfeeding support services into the
Whakatipu. There is currently no free support for Whakatipu mamas from breastfeeding specialists (such as lactation consultants) unless they travel over 2 hours
to Southland Hospital in Invercargill. We
already support several support groups in the
Whakatipu: Mums4Mums at Queenstown
Plunket; Remarkable Mums at Arrowtown
Plunket; Walking Wednesdays; and local coffee groups. These are all groups where local
mums can interact with other mothers who
are breastfeeding or have breastfed and are
trained as peer supporters. That training is
funded by WellSouth. But for a few years,
there has been a lack of fully trained lactation consultants living and practicing in
Queenstown. Whereas Wanaka has benefited since 2018 from our Trust funding
lactation consultants from Charlotte Jean
hospital in Alexandra to regularly attend the
innovative and very popular Wanaka Well
group. At this mixed model group lactation
consultants attend alongside peer supporters and can immediately, and for free, offer
mums specialized, technical, and specific
support. It also means it is easier for mums
to set up individual appointments, where
necessary, and has already broken the ice.
Now in Queenstown, we are very lucky that
a fully trained and very experienced lactation consultant has recently relocated from
Auckland. She is very warm and caring and
has lots of previous experience looking after
neo-natal babies in Starship hospital and has
already started periodically volunteering for
our Queenstown Mums4Mums group. But
we would love to be able to fund her to
offer consistent and sustainable support on

a similar model to that operating in Wanaka.
We also need to support even more breastfeeding specialists to train and practice in
Queenstown.

100+
Grant applications since
Generation Give began

Queenstown Rotary
Organisation Overview
Rotary believes in developing the next
generation. Our youth programs help future
leaders build their leadership skills, expand
education and learn the value of service.
Rotary inspires and mentors 13-30 years
old's as they develop and carry out local volunteering projects. We are a global network
organization that dedicates time and talent
to tackle the world's most pressing humanitarian challenges.
Application Overview
We are committed to our local youth
and always seek to recognize and enhance
their natural or developing skills and experiences. Two of the best courses to do this are
Outward Bound and the Bluelight sailing voyages (Whitbread, Steinlager 2), both proven
and respected programs. We have also just
started to send students to Burham Camp
in Christchurch for a 'Life Skills' course. This
is for students who are thinking of a career
in the Navy, Army, or armed forces. It is
also for selected students to go and refocus
on their priorities or to gain clarity on their
future pathways. As mentioned, we already
send WHS students on all these courses,
however, if we were to be a successful grant
recipient, we would match the grant value,

13-18
Ages of the students
making grant decisions

$70k+
Grants distributed in the
last 3 years
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therefore allowing us to DOUBLE the number of students to send on these life-changing experiences.

The Lightfoot Initiative

Lightfoot's purpose is to benefit communities within the Queenstown Lakes District
of Aotearoa New Zealand by supporting the
development and use of safer, healthier,
and more sustainable transport networks
that encourage widespread mode shift and
greater community connection. Our focus
is two-fold. Firstly, community initiatives to
support the uptake of active modes of travel
and change public perceptions around how
these can be successfully integrated into
'average' people's lives in the community.
Secondly, education programs spanning Early
Childhood through to upper Secondary to
support students, whanau, organizations, and
businesses to understand why climate-sensitive travel modes are essential - and provide
users with realistic alternatives for how to
travel around the Basin. Our purpose will be
achieved through a range of activities that
will roll out over the next five years as part
of Lightfoot's strategic plan. We are currently
working with community organizations, community associations, local and regional government, businesses, and individuals to kick
start the essential shift in how we view and
use transport networks that Queenstown
(and more broadly, Aotearoa New Zealand).
We have a sense of urgency in our actions
to respond to the climate emergency. We
believe that this mode shift need not be
onerous, but rather, is an amazing opportunity for a mindset shift that is not just possible, but exciting. With some small changes,
we can make a significant difference to global
emissions - and more importantly, feel like we
are doing something - rather than nothing.

Southern Wellbeing Trust

Organization Overview
Our Trust aims to create and support
alternative, sustainable models for community-based mental health and wellbeing service delivery that are effective, scalable, and
adaptable in meeting the emerging mental health needs of the Wakatipu and other
southern communities.
Application Overview
In this project, we are extending our new
community-facing mental health literacy program to small businesses. We are collaborating with the Good Programmes Trust to
co-design and deliver the program, which
is currently being piloted for migrants and
new parents in the Queenstown community. Our goal is to help people to help their
communities with mental health; we know
that central government solutions are not

meeting current needs, we need to collectively help ourselves at a local scale through
leveraging the values and skills in our communities. The first way our Trust is doing this
is through workshops about mental health
facilitated by community-based facilitators;
the workshops are aimed at specific communities who have a current high degree
of need. The people who attend the workshops will be empowered to understand the
nature of mental health needs, recognize
signs of mental health distress and provide
suggestions as to where people can turn for
assistance. The idea is to create entire communities with basic mental health literacy
who can therefore help each other. This program is adapting an existing, evidence-based,
effective mental health education program
to work in our community setting. That it
is evidence-based is critical - we don't just
assume it works, we are continually evaluating its success and improving the model
to deliver better within the community. We
are focusing on groups in the region who are
particularly vulnerable in the current COVID19 exacerbated the situation - migrants, new
parents, and small businesses. These groups
are either lacking in support and/or are in a
position where lack of commerce and jobs
are deeply impacting their ability to support
themselves.
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OUR THANK YOU'S
Generation Give exists because the community
supports it.
Along with our partners, it is you who enables this
programme to happen
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